
NETL’s Science-based AI/ML Institute

Learn more about SAMI:

Contact Us: SAMI@netl.doe.gov

SAMI is enabling AI-driven solutions and support to applied energy 

science, addressing the nation’s environmental, economic and social 

challenges.
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a
s NETL established SAMI, a 

joint Institute for AI and ML, 

in 2020.

SAMI is a crosscutting 

catalyzer of AI- and ML-

driven solutions, to support 

the acceleration across the 

NETL R&D mission space.

SAMI applies AI/ML capabilities in the applied energy 

domains, such as subsurface (SMART), material

(eXtremeMAT), computational science (MFiX), and 

system analysis (IDAES) with research data curation, 

management and  virtual computational 

capabilities (EDX++).

SAMI addresses fundamental challenges of applying 
AI/ML: Available data sets, data management, 
science-AI integration, and governance. 

Justman, et al. (2022). A database and framework for carbon ore resources and associated supply chain 
data. Data in Brief. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2021.107761

Infrastructure and Sensing R&D includes predicting 
infrastructure risks, mitigating pipeline hazards, 
supply chain digitalization, and more.

Rose, Kelly1; Shih, Chung Yan2

Geospatial Optimization for 
Pipeline Sensor Deployment

Identified
priority areas for 
monitoring, 
maintenance, 
and 
improvements

Optimized 
placement of 
advanced 
sensing & 
monitoring tools

AI/ML and geo-data science 
for risk, resource & resiliency analyses

Disclaimer: This report/presentation was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference therein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed therein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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